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Closing speech  

of Minister for Culture of the Republic of Latvia Ms Dace Melbārde  
for the 

Second European Media and Information Literacy Forum 
June 29, 2016 

 
Dear participants, organisers and speakers of the Forum and also those who still follow us through the 
Internet, 
 
First of all, I would like to congratulate all of you with the Riga Recommendations! Thanks to everyone 
for your investment in elaborating this document! 
 
For three days here at the National Library of Latvia in Riga we have had truly enriching and fruitful 
debates, discussions and presentations on various aspects of media and information literacy in 
Europe. And having said that I truly wish to salute all the presenters and participants for their 
contribution and most importantly – care about this critical and topical challenge.  
 
At the end of the 19th century brothers Auguste and Louis Lumière shocked the world by presenting 
moving pictures for the first time in history and patented cinematograph. The Lumière films1 were the 
first example of a phenomenon which has now spread across the globe: the public showing of film. 
Their first 40 to 50 seconds long movies depicted workers coming out of the factory, train arriving at a 
station and many other similar everyday moments. If for a contemporary viewer these scenes would 
provoke little reaction, 121 years ago the audience viewing the exact same scenes often became 
terrified, frightened and even panicked as if the train was actually driving at them out of the screen.  
 
Currently the world changes very fast yet not the human nature. And similarly as then regarding the 
first movies, also today we reluctantly engage with anything new (maybe with some exceptions), 
including the present-day technologies and their potential. And so to adapt we as a humanity must 
consciously extend our knowledge, skills and awareness. 
 
If at the end of the 19th century the basic literacy skills of reading, writing and counting were 
considered as sufficient for the person to be considered educated and capable, at present spectrum of 
skills required over the lifetime is much more complicated. And next to reading, writing and counting, 
it is media and information literacy that has become a key skill to unlock any personal potential, but 
most importantly – to provide access to knowledge, freedom of expression, and quality education.  
 
Yet I see there is one aspect of argument which needs to be highlighted and emphasized more and 
more as the debates will grow on media and information literacy and which I have heard in this 
Forum repeatedly and brought up several times by several speakers (including the speakers of the 
closing ceremony). It is the broader context. Media and information literacy is not merely 
technological skills or digital technologies. More importantly it is the broader knowledge and 
awareness in history, languages, culture, copyright, political sciences and many other sciences. Even 
more it is not just the knowledge. Media and information literacy is about social skills and especially 
empathy, development of emotional intelligence and mutual respect as a mindset. As in the 21st 
century media literacy is grounded in communication, all these characteristics not merely skills are 
crucial for our ability to react on certain news and information, sensibly join any debate or 
conversation and create new forms of information and content.  
 
More and more governments and intergovernmental organizations are becoming alert on the 
importance of media and information literacy for the wellbeing of the societies. Accordingly it is being 
introduced in many related policy documents and also in Latvia it is on the political agenda. Currently 
the National Media Policy Guidelines are being discussed at the Cabinet of Ministers. One of the five 
priorities is explicitly focused on media and information literacy. And thus this meeting, all the best 
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practices, debates and conclusions we have heard over these three days have been very valuable for 
us so to transmit the most topical aspects of human development into policy documents.  
 
And afterwards or in parallel – into efficient instruments for implementation of these adopted 
policies. For example, I just took part in the round table on young people and MIL where cooperation 
and dialogue among responsible institutions and decision makers on the one hand and researchers on 
the other hand was mentioned as an issue to be solved so to bring forward the findings of the 
scientists and to integrate them into the real actions. 
 
There are people who believe that in the ideal world there will be no problems at all. I believe in 
contrary – in the ideal world we will have all the skills and abilities to identify challenges, to 
cooperate, to join our forces, efforts and to solve them. This Forum testifies the dareness to face 
contemporary challenges and our intelligence to address them in interdisciplinary manner. I am 
pleased to have had you all as allies in this common endeavour and I see that Riga Recommendation 
on Media and Information Literacy will be highly relevant for preparing the First General Assembly 
of the Global Alliance for Partnerships on Media and Information Literacy, taking place November 2-5, 
2016 in São Paulo, Brazil. 
 
I thank everyone for cooperation and participation in this Forum: 
- I thank the scientific community for their considerations that has enabled us to deepen our 

knowledge; 
- I thank all the curious participants for their thought-provoking questions and comments; 
- I thank all the attenders of the Forum for their time and future-thinking.  

 
I look forward to transmitting the main conclusions and highlights of this Forum to strengthen my 
argumentation for the media and information literacy as a backbone for life-long learning and thus 
overall understanding and awareness of the media and information literacy skills for our overall 
happiness and prosperity.  
 
Thank you all one more time! And I want to especially thank all the organisers of this significant event. 
European Commission, Government of the Republic of Latvia, UNESCO, Latvian National Commission 
for UNESCO, Global Alliance for Partnerships on Media and Information Literacy. I also thank 
Lattelecom for live streaming and of course National Library of Latvia for providing this nice 
accommodation for our work. 
 
I am looking forward to our continuous groundbreaking debates during our next meetings this year! 
See you there! 


